Ansible Plugin - Story #7397
Expose docs_blob information for collection versions in the API
08/26/2020 10:17 PM - newswangerd

Status:

CLOSED - CURRENTRELEASE
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Priority:
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Assignee:
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Category:
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0.3.0

Platform Release:

Tags:
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No
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Sprint Candidate:

No
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Description
Right now collection sync doesn't pull down enough metadata to be useful to the UI.
We need to
update the automation hub V3 api to provide all the information the ui needs via the collection version endpoint at
v3/collections/<namespace>/<collection>/versions/<version_number>/. (issue 403).
update the pulp sync process to pull metadata from the details endpoints during syncs
Related issues:
Has duplicate Pulp - Story #7410: Support docs_blob as part of galaxy_ng sync

CLOSED - DUPLICATE

Associated revisions
Revision a8cbd789 - 09/01/2020 05:24 PM - Andrew Crosby
Add endpoint to show docs_blob for a CollectionVersion
ref #7397
Signed-off-by: Andrew Crosby acrosby@redhat.com

History
#1 - 08/27/2020 08:55 PM - daviddavis
We need to expose this as well in our v3 api. So we can do that and then test the sync against a Pulp instance.
#2 - 08/27/2020 08:56 PM - daviddavis
- Sprint set to Sprint 80
#3 - 08/27/2020 08:56 PM - daviddavis
- Tracker changed from Issue to Story
- Subject changed from Collection sync doesn't load all metadata. to Expose and sync down docs_blob information for collections
- % Done set to 0
- Severity deleted (2. Medium)
- Triaged deleted (No)
#4 - 08/27/2020 10:58 PM - fao89
- Status changed from NEW to ASSIGNED
- Assignee set to fao89
#5 - 08/27/2020 11:28 PM - pulpbot
- Status changed from ASSIGNED to POST
PR: https://github.com/pulp/pulp_ansible/pull/349
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#6 - 08/28/2020 11:22 AM - daviddavis
- Subject changed from Expose and sync down docs_blob information for collections to Collection sync doesn't load all metadata
I see now that there are other fields that we don't pull down besides docs_blob.
#7 - 08/28/2020 04:48 PM - fao89
- Has duplicate Story #7410: Support docs_blob as part of galaxy_ng sync added
#8 - 08/28/2020 10:10 PM - fao89
- Status changed from POST to NEW
- Assignee deleted (fao89)
#9 - 08/31/2020 03:48 PM - pulpbot
- Status changed from NEW to POST
PR: https://github.com/pulp/pulp_ansible/pull/351
#10 - 09/01/2020 05:47 PM - daviddavis
- Subject changed from Collection sync doesn't load all metadata to Expose docs_blob information for collection versions in the API
#11 - 09/04/2020 05:25 PM - rchan
- Sprint changed from Sprint 80 to Sprint 81
#12 - 09/08/2020 10:46 PM - fao89
- Status changed from POST to MODIFIED
#13 - 09/09/2020 07:36 PM - fao89
- Sprint/Milestone set to 0.3.0
#14 - 09/09/2020 08:46 PM - pulpbot
- Status changed from MODIFIED to CLOSED - CURRENTRELEASE
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